Interview Guide

Report for Andrew Jones
Compared to: Advertising Salesperson

REPORT FOR

Introduction

DATE OF COMPLETION

Eligibility

Andrew Jones
12/06/2018

RELIABILITY - 99%

Answers were very likely
accurate and truthful
ORGANIZATION

Your Company Name

The questions on the left are the key questions designated for this job, that were
answered by the candidate.
Eligibility answer options on the right are those presented to the candidates
when they applied for this job. The answer they chose is indicated by the
blacked-in circle.
Please confirm their answers during their interview and reference checks.
Indicate any revised answers on this page to be reentered into the Harrison
Assessments system.

Suitability
The questions on the left are key suitability questions that are suggested for
each suitability factor. These are listed in descending order with traits having the
greatest impact listed first.
The answer options on the right are to be scored by the interviewer, based on
asking the interview question, and applying the criteria stated on the section
marked 'Look For...'
At the end of the interview, enter these scores into the Harrison Assessments
system to calculate the interview score and overall score.
After you have entered these scores, if you then print this report, it will show your
scores for informational purposes.

Eligibility
How many years of experience do you have
working as a full-time Advertising Salesperson?
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Zero to 3 months
3 to 11 months
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 to 9 years
10 to 11 years
12 to 14 years
15 or more years

NOTES:
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Eligibility
How many years of experience do you have as a
full time active salesperson of any kind (where
you made significant efforts to persuade people
in the sales), IN ADDITION to the experience you
selected in the prior question?

Zero to 3 months
3 to 11 months
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 to 9 years
10 to 11 years
12 to 14 years
15 or more years

NOTES:

Do you have at least 1 year of full-time education
or formal training that would directly apply to the
job of Advertising Salesperson?

No
Yes

NOTES:

Do you have at least 2 years of full-time education
or formal training that would directly apply to the
job of Advertising Salesperson?

No
Yes

NOTES:

Do you have a Bachelor's degree that would
directly apply to the job of Advertising
Salesperson?

No
Yes

NOTES:

Do you currently possess official permission to
work in the country in which this job is located?

No
Yes

NOTES:
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Eligibility
How many companies have you worked for as a
full-time employee during the past 3 years?

I have not worked for any companies,
as an employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 1 company, as an
employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 2 companies, as an
employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 3 companies, as an
employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 4 companies, as an
employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 5 companies, as an
employee, in the past 3 years
I have worked for 6 or more
companies, as an employee, in the
past 3 years

NOTES:

On a scale of 1-10 how relevant do you think this
applicant's experience is to the job?

1 (no relevance)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 (extremely relevant)

NOTES:
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Suitability
Optimistic
Tell me a recent example of you believing your future will be positive.
Look For...
A genuine feeling of optimism. The more Andrew has of this trait, the
more likely he/she will perform well.

Psychology
In what ways have you demonstrated an interest in psychology?
Look For...
Andrew's interest in ANY type of psychology and a history of activity
that demonstrates it. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely
he/she will perform well.

Selling
In what ways have you demonstrated an interest in selling?
Look For...
Andrew's interest in ANY type of selling and a history of activity that
demonstrates it. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/
she will perform well.
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Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
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Suitability
Finance / business
In what ways have you demonstrated an interest in business or
finance?
Look For...
Andrew's interest in business OR finance and a history of activity that
demonstrates it. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/
she will perform well.

Analytical
Tell me a time you enjoyed analyzing a problem and you were
particularly effective.
Look For...
Andrew's degree of enjoyment, the difficulty of the problem, and the
degree of resolution achieved. The more Andrew has of this trait, the
more likely he/she will perform well.

Enthusiastic
Tell me your most important goals and how you feel about them.
Look For...
Andrew's clarity of the goals, his/her degree of achievement necessary
to accomplish the goals, his/her degree of enthusiasm toward the
goals, and especially the relevance of his/her goals to the position. The
more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/she will perform well.
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Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
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Suitability
Influencing
Give me an example of a work situation in which you were particularly
persuasive.
Look For...
Andrew's enjoyment of being persuasive, his/her comfort with being
persuasive, and especially the degree of persuasiveness he/she
exhibited. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/she will
perform well.

Persistent
Tell me a time in which you demonstrated determination to overcome
a difficult obstacle.
Look For...
The difficulty of the obstacle and the degree of determination
demonstrated. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/
she will perform well.

Outgoing
Tell me a example of you enjoying meeting many new people. In what
ways did you initiate the interactions?
Look For...
Andrew's degree of enjoyment related to meeting new people and the
degree of interaction he/she initiated. The more Andrew has of this
trait, the more likely he/she will perform well.
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Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
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Suitability
Takes Initiative
Give me an example of a time when you perceived a need in your
organization and took steps to fulfill that need without being asked to
do so.
Look For...
Andrew's degree of initiative and appropriateness of initiative. The
more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/she will perform well.

Wants Challenge
Tell me an example of you being motivated by a challenging goal or
project. What challenges do you want to pursue in the next few years?
Look For...
The degree of difficulty of the goal, Andrew's degree of motivation
related to challenges, and especially the relevance of the challenges to
this position. The more Andrew has of this trait, the more likely he/she
will perform well.

Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable
Ideal
Excellent
Good
Average
Mediocre
A Little Lacking
Somewhat Lacking
Lacking
Very Lacking
Extremely Lacking
Unacceptable

Overall Notes/Score
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